
Two Princesses

1. The Older Princess

2. The Younger Princess

3. Friend Princess

4. Friend Princess

5. Flying Animal

6. Flying Animal

7. Flying Animals Name

8. Kind Of Bad Guy

9. Bad Guys Name

10. Bad Guys Name

11. Bad Guy Action

12. The Older Princess

13. Bad Guy Action

14. Hero

15. Good Guy Action

16. Kind Of Jail

17. The Older Princess

18. Hero

19. Good Guy Action

20. Bad Guys Name

21. Kind Of Jail

22. Flying Animals Name

23. Flying Animals Retreat
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24. The Older Princess

25. Friend Princess

26. The Younger Princess

27. Insect

28. The Older Princess

29. Insect

30. Insect Name

31. Insect

32. Friend Princess

33. The Older Princess

34. The Younger Princess

35. Insect Name

36. Friend Princess



Two Princesses

A long time ago there were two princesses. They were sisters. The older Princesses' name was the older 

princess , and the younger princesses' name was the younger princess . One day they decided to visit their

princess friend named friend princess . friend princess castle was so far away so to get to her castle

the princess sisters had to fly on a flying animal . The flying animal name was flying animals 

name . While they were flying they saw a bad guy the bad guy was a kind of bad guy named

bad guys name . bad guys name said, "If you don't come to my jail I am going to bad guy action

you." the older princess said, "You can't bad guy action me, I am going to call hero to

good guy action you, and put you in kind of jail ." So the older princess called hero

and told him to come and good guy action bad guys name and put him in kind of jail ." After

that flying animals name got so tired and said I need a rest, I am going to go to flying animals retreat .

Princess the older princess said, "Now home are we going to get to Princess friend princess castle?" 

Princess the younger princess said, "We can ride a giant insect ." "Yeah," said Princess

the older princess . So they found a giant insect and name it insect name . They rode their

giant insect until they could see princess friend princess castle. When they saw the castle

the older princess and the younger princess jumped off of insect name and ran up to the castle

calling princess friend princess . That day they played all kinds of games and ate all of their favorite foods

until it was time to go to bed. The End.
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